1. Redirect

Common API for loading, saving, and
deleting redirects

2. File Entity

Provides interfaces for managing
files

3. Ctools

A set of APIs and tools to improve
the developer experience

4. Pathauto

Automatically generates URL/path
aliases for various kinds of content

5. Wysiwyg

Supports any kind of client-side
editor including HTML editors (a.k.a.
WYSIWYG), pseudo-editors (buttons
to insert markup into a textarea)

6. Rules

Allows site administrators to define
conditionally executed actions
based on occurring events

7. Media

An extensible framework for
managing files and multimedia
assets

8. Variable

Provides a registry for meta-data
about Drupal variables

9. Panels

Allows a site administrator to create
customized layouts for multiple uses

10. Devel

Helper functions for Drupal
developers and inquisitive admins

11. Menu block

Provides configurable blocks of
menu links with advanced features
not available in Drupal 8 core.

12. I18n

Collection of modules to extend
Drupal core multilingual capabilities
(D7)

13. Block Class

Allows users to add classes to any
block through the block's
configuration interface

14. Strongarm

Gives site builders a way to override
the default variable values that
Drupal core and contributed
modules ship with

15. Menu attributes

Allows you to specify some
additional ******** for menu items such
as id, name, class, style, and rel

16. Honeypot

Deters spam bots from completing
forms on your Drupal site

17. LoginToboggan

Offers several modifications of the
Drupal login system in an external
module

18. Nodequeue

Allows users to collect nodes in an
arbitrarily ordered list

19. Feeds Tamper

Provides a small plugin architecture
for Feeds to modify data before it
gets saved

20. Login
Destination

Allows you to customize the
destination that a user is redirected
to after logging in

21. Paragraphs

Allows you — Site Builders — to
make things cleaner so that you can
give more editing power to your
end-users

21. Security Review

Automates testing for many of the
easy-to-make mistakes that render
your site insecure

22. Password
Policy

Provides a way to enforce
restrictions on user passwords

23. Security Kit

Facilitates certain mitigations for
Cross-site Scripting, Cross-site
Request Forgery, and Clickjacking,
among other issues

24. Coffee

Helps you to navigate through the
Drupal admin faster

25. Rabbit Hole

Adds the ability to control what
should happen when an entity is
being viewed at its own page

26. Entity Browser

Powerful entity
reference widget

27. Web
Components

An emerging web industry standard
to replace layout systems, not
template engines, not endless tpl
files

Instructions
Simply print these sheets out, multiple times if you are working in
teams or with several individuals.
1. Cut along the lines so you have 27 Module names and 27
orphan statements.
2. Mix them all up.
3. Ask the participants to match statements to Module names.
4. Have fun!
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